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Funds for charities Without asking for monetary donation. KiaToken is the first working Smart 

Contract  Project that utilizes technology to help the Underprivileged people whilst providing fast, 

affordable, secured, transparency, and peace of mind to the contributors.
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PHASES
PHASE 2

(July 2024-Dec 2024)

Marketing Push and Awareness (July 2024)
Telegram Community Growth (Ongoing)
Meme Development (Ongoing)
Website Integration with Smart Contract (Sep 2024)

PHASE 1
(Jan 2024-June 2024)

Website Launch (Jan 2024)
Token Launch (March 2024)
Airdrop (April 2024)
YouTube Channel  
Facebook, Twitter, Medium, 
Instagram, LinkedIn   

PHASE 3
(Jan 2025-June 2025)

Influencer Marketing Push (Jan 2025)
Listing on CMC and Coin Gecko (Feb 2025)
Telegram Community Growth (Ongoing)
Token Holder Milestone (Mar 2025)

PHASE 4
(July 2025-Dec 2025)

Initial Twitter Calls (Aug 2025)
YouTube Influencers (Sep 2025)
Community-Driven Memes (Ongoing)
Listing on Additional Exchanges (Oct 2025)
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Finally, charities will cash 

the tokens through the 

exchanges and spend the 

cash value for the charity 

purposes. 

KIATOKEN will act like a 

handy tool for the charities 

and donation organizations 

to convey the charity events 

purposes.

KIATOKEN eliminates 

geographical boarders. 

Everybody can participate in 

any charity campaign from 

all around the glob using our 

token to donate.

Wallets would be created 

for the charities 

campaigns and people 

will provide our token 

from CEX and DEX 

exchanges and send it 

directly to that wallet to 

donate.



Fast, Secured, time saver, 

Green, almost no 

transaction fee and much 

more features.

People will participate in 

charity campaigns, 

advertised by our website 

using our token. Charity 

organizations also can 

contribute in our website to 

cooperate.
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Crowd Funding  

Charities

Donation

This token serves as a payment method for charitable 

campaigns, facilitating seamless donations. Individuals can 

utilize our token to contribute to various charities. It is 

essential to note that we do not handle any funds for direct 

transfer to charity wallets. Instead, individuals acquire our 

token, utilizing our contract function to send it directly to the 

charity's wallet. Subsequently, the charities have the 

autonomy to convert these tokens into fiat currency through 

exchanges and allocate the proceeds towards their 

initiatives.
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THANK
YOU
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